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The Hot Iron News is the official publication of the Northwest Blacksmith Association. Submission of
articles, photos and other relevant materials is encouraged. All materials contained herein are copyrighted.
Other ABANA affiliates, blacksmith associations and non-profit educational metals-oriented groups have
permission to reprint materials in the Hot Iron News as long as credit is given to the authors, the
magazine, and the NWBA. The Northwest Blacksmith Association and this publication point out that
blacksmithing is inherently a dangerous activity. At NWBA conferences, you are responsible for yourself
and your visitor for using eye, ear, respiratory, and other protection as required. You are also responsible
for using safe work methods. The NWBA, its officers, demonstrators, writers, and members specifically
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to the task of re- creating the website in
2010. This was no small undertaking and
Grant has done a great job of making our
website a useful tool for our members
and also a form of media for anyone who
has an interest in smithing. Thank you
Grant for all your work.

I also want to thank Lauren Osmolski for
her efforts in making the HIN a great
publication over the last two years.
Lauren spent a great deal of time
organizing the HIN information and
getting all of the mechanics right. I want
to thank you, Lauren, for all of the hard
work you have done.

Our next conference is being held in
Long View, Washington at the end of
April, 2012. We have changed the venue
in an attempt to make this a more
centrally located site. Dean Mook and
Bill Apple are the co-chairs for this event
and they have a great schedule planned
for us. Make sure you check out the
Spring conference info.

Well, have a great time for the rest of the
summer and fall.

Thanks,

activities for education, funding and make
better communication for all of our
members.

In July NWBA submitted the application
for changing from a 501C6 non-profit
organization to a 501C3 fully non-profit
organization. I want to thank all of the
board members who helped with
information and document gathering to
make this happen. The “1023” form
consists of some 20+ pages of questions
about what we, NWBA, do to promote
blacksmithing in our corner of the world.
We were asked about our activities,
practices, financial status, and
organizational methods for furthering the
skills of metal smithing. The IRS wants to
be certain that NWBA meets their criteria
for a non-profit. Our pro- bono legal firm
is convinced that we have met all of the
requirements so the document was
submitted.

We should hear from the IRS within the
next 3-4 months that we qualify. Just to
remind you, the new status would allow
us to accept “tax deductable”
contributions in the form of funding,
equipment donations. Your annual
membership fees are not deductable,
however. There have been a number of
potential donors who are waiting for this
status change to donate to NWBA. Thanks
again, board for all your help.

Our program for grant funding has been
clarified and easier to apply for with the
help of Bruce Crittenden and Andrea
Lisch. You can go on line to find the
application form. The Al Bart grants are
open to any member who wishes to attend

UPDATE WITH THE PRESIDENT. . .

Our next conference is being held in Long View, Washington at the end
of April, 2012. We have changed the venue in an attempt to make this a
more centrally located site.

go to the website or contact Bruce
Crittenden for more information.

At the June board meeting, the board
decided to combine the website
committee and the communication/HIN
committees into one called, just
“Communication”. Harold Heia is the
chairman of that group. They have been
charged with defining the HIN
organization and website content and
administration. Grant Sarver has asked to
have the website administration handed
off. The HotIron News editor, Lauren
Osmolski has stepped down and so the
communication committee will be
coordinating HIN information and the
publication activities along with,
eventually, the website the change will
make all of the information in both
publications more cohesive so that our
membership receives all communication
from one source. The committee is up to
the task.

On the subject of communication I would
like to thank Grant Sarver for stepping up

“any” organized training session,
anywhere. The grant pays up to $300 and
requires that the recipient “pay back” with
a clarified activity spelled out in the
application. Last year we awarded 5
grants. This year our budget will support
that many and more. As a note, our auction
proceeds are set aside for this purpose. So

A s I sit here looking out at another Northwest summer morning, I’m thinking
about our upcoming Western States Blacksmith conference that is about to take place
on Mt. Hood in Oregon. By the time you read this you will have come and gone and
enjoyed all of the events that made the conference a success. Thanks to Darryl Nelson
and his crew for putting together a great time.

During this summer NWBA has accomplished a bunch of things that will help make
our association stronger. Our board has made some changes to how we direct our
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Nomination and Election of
NWBA Board Members

The 2011 NWBA Board nominations and election process has begun.

   Five positions are open this year and four of the incumbent board members have agreed to stand for re-election.

   Ken Mermelstein and Bruce Weakly have been nominated and seconded for office.  Tom Ferry who filled the
position vacated by Tim Middaugh and Larry Langdon who filled Mike Neely's seat have agreed to run.  Andrea
Lisch and Darryl Nelson have also expressed their interest in continuing to serve. These candidates have put a
lot of effort into making the NWBA successful and deserve our thanks. Grant Sarver is stepping down to take on
the position of Communications Director.

   Our by-laws state that nominations will be open until November 15. Please contact me if you or someone you
know is interested in becoming part of the decision making process for our group.  I know the NWBA has
contributed to the education and success of many members. Please be aware that your participation in this process
will allow us to continue to provide the awesome conferences, great website,  newsletter and other services into
the future.  Ideally we would have six to eight members who would stand up and be willing to accept the
responsibilities this job entails.

Thank you.
Terry Carson
SUBMIT your nominations for 2012 NWBA BOARD MEMBERS to: tlcforge@aol.com
253.847.3235 (home) or 253.376.6234 (cell)

Report from the Treasurer
Darryl Nelson

The Third Quarter of 2011, generally a negative quarter, showed a positive gain of over
$15,000.00. This was due to the Western States Conference being held in August.  For the same reason we can
expect the Fourth quarter, generally a positive quarter, to be negative due to the lack of our usual October conference.

The Fourth Quarter of 2011 will also start our new policy of Quarterly renewal dates as opposed to our past policy
of Jan first fiscal membership renewal.  This Policy will save us mailing back issues of HIN to members joining
after the First Quarter, as in the past that was an expensive policy because of the individual mailing cost of as
many as 3 back issues of HIN per renewing or new members, as well as causing a large fluctuation in Quarterly
cash Flows.  Although this policy will not likely affect our Annual Income, It should ease the dramatic up and
down of our Quarterly cash flow we now experience.

We also, after realizing that the N.W.B.A. didn’t own a single power tool, purchased capital equipment in the
form of two ½” drill motors, two 4 ½” grinders, one bench mount drill press, two porta-bands and appropriate
consumables to accompany the new tools.
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Western States Blacksmith Conference
Government Camp, Oregon

Welcome to Government Camp Gary Lewis Photo

Thank you!

from Darryl Nelson
Wow, what a great time was had at

the Western states conference spectacu-
lar views, world-class demonstrations,
and the best weather of the year. All
came together to make the months of
hard work pay off in a big way. The
success of the conference was the re-

sults of a team of people from inside and outside the
Northwest blacksmith Association. They all deserve recog-
nition beginning with the Village of Government Camp,
not only did they turn over the streets, parking lots, and
Museum to us, they also financially supported by paying
for T-shirts, signage, posters, and garbage service. Clacka-
mas County tourism donated $5000 cash to be used as
needed. The R.L.K. company of Timberline Lodge donat-
ed the use of the amphitheater for the most spectacular
opening ceremony I have ever attended.

Thank you Joe Elliott for organizing into all the mem-
bers of the Clinkers, a band comprised of our own members
Berkeley Tack, Jess Spromberg, Evan Scott, Eric Sprado,
Joe Elliott, and CBA member and demonstrator Alan Drew.
The Clinkers gave a lively kick off to the event. Thanks
also to Joe for contacting, contracting, and scheduling the
demonstrators.

Thank you to the American Bladesmith society they pro-
vided at no cost to us a blade specific hands-on area that
ran throughout the conference headed by Master
bladesmiths Bill Burke and Henry Torres.

Thank you to Mark Aspery and Dennis Dusek of CBA
and our own Ben Czyhold for running the Western states
curriculum hands-on station. The station had 10 first-come
first-served stations as well as open to anyone who brought
their own kit.

Thank you to Scott Szloch and Andy Blakney for over-
seeing and instructing Northwest blacksmith Association's
repousse’ station, always a big hit with attendees.

Thank you Tom Ferry, Larry Langdon, and Grant
Sarver for organizing blacksmith wars which made the
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conclusion of the conference as exciting and breathtaking
as the opening ceremony. Thank you to the teams whose
skill and talent kept us on the edge of our seats for four
days and on our feet for the last hour. The battle to the fin-
ish could not have been better if it were scripted.

Thank you to Harold and Beth Heia and Kent Rudisill
for organizing and recording the auction's live and silent.
Thanks to our auction crew auctioneers Bill Apple, Larry
Langdon, and Dave Lisch. Spotters and runners Jeff Wil-
son, Ryan Wilson, Bailey Nelson, and Courtney Ferry. And
our cashier Jackie Ferry. Thank you also to Courtney Ferry
for entertaining us during dinner with talent and skill be-
yond her years on the violin.

Thank you to Bruce Crittenden and the Oregon Farriers
Association for putting together 4 rounds of Farrier compe-
tition, which very nicely rounded out our variety of forging
events.

Thank you Andrea Lisch for organizing the complete
archives (nearly 400 pieces) into a museum exhibit. The
results of which revealed what an impressive, stunning, and
valuable collection we have amassed.

Thank you Lisa Geertsen she hung and managed the
retail gallery which was not only a great display of the at-
tendees diverse styles and talent. It also resulted in thou-
sands of dollars in sales to the public of forged artwork. It
also relieved us of all of our T-shirts past and present.

Thank you Jeff Wilson for photographing the gallery
items and Brian Clark and Karen Adams the auction
items, a time consuming job that provides us with a val-
uable resource.

Thank you Grant Sarver for creating a great conference
website and keeping it updated before and after the event.

Thank you Mark Manley and Larry Langdon you set the
standard for member volunteers.

Thank you Mark Aspery and Lauren Osmolski for put-
ting together the conference program - a collector’s item in
itself.

Thank you to all the people who showed up and pitched
in you are the core of our Association.

An incredibly long list of thank you’s goes to Betsy
Valian, a Government Camp resident, she did all the on-site
arrangements, printed posters and coupons, contacted and
involved Clackamas County tourism. Donated her and hus-
Band Bud’s ski shop for our gallery and ran the free hands-
on glass tile classes held at the Arts Cabins, which pro-
duced hundreds of glass tiles by our attendees and their
family members. This conference would not have happened
without Betsy's involvement.

And last but not least thank you to my wife Suzan for
keeping pre-registrations organized, making check-in a
painless task.

Opening Ceremonies at Timberline Lodge

The "Clinkers" the NWBA Band Joe Eillot, Eric Sprado, Berkly Tack,
Jess Spromberg, Evan Scott, and Alan Drew. G. Lewis Photo

Demonstrator Jeffrey Funk forged an Ice Axe and Penetrated a nearly
molten rock collected from Mt. Hood above Timberline Lodge

G. Lewis Photo
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Government Camp

J. Wilson Photos
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Tail Gate Sales, Blacksmith Style

Tail gate sales had folks giving away their wallets! J. Wilson Photo

Venders enjoyed a secure and sheltered location.
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Battle of the Blacksmiths
By Tom Ferry

he war is over and the victors have laid claim to the
title  of  “Blacksmith  Wars  World  Champions”.  This
four day event was one of many highlights during the
Western States Conference and I will say that the

participating teams brought their A-game. In the end Maria
Cristalli’s  team, aptly named “Its Not Rocket Surgery”  took
home  the  grand  prize.  Dean  Mook’s  team  “The  Raven
Guard”  came  in  second  and  to  the  thrill  of  the  crowd  the
“Central Valley Frolicking Fruitpickers” captained by Dennis
Dushek fromCalifornia and the Canadian, something in
french team captained by Jake James tied for third place.

As the second time the NWBA has hosted such an event, it
was a crowd pleaser. The project was an end table of each
teams own design. This was a project that could be crafted
from 1/2” barstock but all the teams surprised many of us by
using larger stock than would normally be worked by hand.
The Canadians even drew out a 3/4” x 4” barstock by hand
using 3 strikers on the anvil horn, it was awesome, inspiring
and acquired a sizable crowd.

The "Secret Element" Commemorative bronze medallion that was
introduced as a "change order" to be incorporated into the finished
design.

The NWBA supplied the glass tops as well as introduced a
secret element in the form of a commerative bronze
madallion. The teams were not told what the element was
prior to the event and it was treated as a customer change
order. The medallion had to be incorporated into the table
otherwise 30 points would be subtracted from their score and
with only 150 points possible that was a huge penalty.

During the 4 days the teams were always within 3-5 points of
each other with only a 2 point spread between first and
second in the end. We had 4 judges for the event, Larry
Langton being the head Judge and three randomly picked
from the crowd. Each day the teams were judged on Team
Participation, Safety, Clean Work Area and Forging Skills.
The high and low score were thrown out and then an average
was taken of the other two. This made for a tight competition
throughout the event.

Bailey Nelson (behind War Wagon) observes Four Wise Blacksmiths
who are intently watching the Blacksmith Wars action.

It was interesting and impressive to see how all the teams
worked and achieved the end goal. Maria’s team was so laid
back and relaxed they made me nervous whether or not they
were  going  to  finish.  Dean’s  team  was  the  most  wound  up
and excited, and concerned about every detail. The
Californians demonstrated a quiet, straight forward approach
and their progress was always clean and precise. Where as
Jake’s  team  was  all  about  bravado,  working  in  an  artistic
approach that was mind boggling to say the least. No matter

T
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the style or attitude of any team they all did a spectacular job
in every aspect. They were all rewarded in the end by very
gracious bidders who purchased the tables during the
conclusion on Sunday. Thanks to those of you who supported
the Blacksmith Wars Auction, your contributions were the
icing on the cake.

During the Wars activity we also introduced a couple of
eagle eye competitions for the crowd to participate in. One
consisted of a simple scroll forged by Mark Aspery in three
heats. The contestants were given 20 seconds to look at it and
three heats to complete it in. The winner of this event was one
of our demonstrators Alan Drew who did a fabulous job.
Look to future NWBA events for more of this type of
competition.

Team "It's Not Rocket Surgery"
Silas Maddox, David Tuthill, Maria Cristalli (captain), Bart Turner

Team “The Raven Guard”
Jeff Holtby, Dean Mook (captain), Tri Ficker, Terry Carson

Team, “Les Voyageurs”
Japh Howard, Alice James, Elijah Burnett, Jake James (captain)

Team "Central Valley Frolicking Fruitpickers"
Brett Moten, Peter Clark, John Barron, Dennis Dushek (captain)
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Forging Blades and Making Steel

By Tom Ferry

Western States was one of the most comprehensive
blacksmith events I have ever been to. A new addition
was the Bladesmithing Hands-on Area. This was an area
dedicated to forging a knife and was operated by three
American Bladesmith Society Mastersmiths, Bill Burke
from Idaho, Henry Torres and Mike Vagnino from Cali-
fornia. These are all accomplished smiths who did an
outstanding job of helping anyone interested in forging a

This proved to be a highly desired attraction as 50 plus
people forged a knife on Friday alone. Looks like we
will have a few more knives in the gallery come this
spring.

On Saturday afternoon these same three Mastersmiths
headed up by Mike Vagnino conducted a demonstration
of how to make a bowie knife.

They demonstrated forging techniques, heat treatment,
handle construction and finishing. These were all great
tips and tricks to completing an outstanding knife where
form follows function. As with all the demos they had a
packed crowd who was eagerly eating up the infor-
mation.

I expect anyone who participated in the blade forging
hands-on was overwhelmed by the knowledge provided
to complete their knife at home during this demo.
Thanks again Mike, Bill and Henry for your willingness
to share and participate in a great event.

~o~
Dave Lisch and Tom Ferry smelted sword steel or tama-
hagane on Friday morning and started the afternoon
demo off with deconstructing the chimneys and remov-
ing the blooms.

Zane Bacon photos
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They then proceeded to put on quite the circus act trying
to cut the larger of the two in half under a hydraulic
press before it cooled off.

After several attempts they were successful and Dave
then proceeded to forge half of the bloom under a power
hammer to demonstrate the materials solidness. In be-
tween forging Tom discussed heat treatments and Dave
gave his techniques for polishing out a hamon line in a
blade. Finally they set about doing their sword quench-
ing demo which started with applying a thin coating of
clay to the spine of their swords.

They each had their own unique approach with Tom
applying a uniform coat then removing select areas and

Dave only applying clay to select areas. The sword
quenching was the big hit though as they brought a
quench tank that had a plexiglass front so the crowd
could watch firsthand the affects of quenching steel.

As they each plunged their straight sword blades into the
water, the sudden quenching of the edge would force the
blade to pull down then as the spine cooled off the blade
would rise and set the final up swing of the blade. At-
tempting to visually gauge the proper austenizing tem-
perature in the middle of the day under a tent proved to
be challenging however to everyone’s delight neither
sword cracked during the quench and both demonstrated
great hamon lines in the end.

In the past the blacksmith was an all encompassing oc-
cupation of fire and metals. The modern day blacksmith
has evolved into specialists of their craft, whether that be
knives, railings or artistic forms. It was great to see such
a diverse group of smiths participating at Western States
and sharing their passion of forging. I personally can not
wait till the next one. Thank you to everyone involved
and especially those of you who steeped up at the event
to just plain lend a hand.

Zane Bacon photos
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Western States Blacksmith Conference Gallery

By Lisa Geertsen

Gallery Curator Extraordinary, Lisa Geertsen
Bruce Crittenden photo

When I was asked to organize the gallery for the West-
ern States Conference, I was honored...and a bit scared.
I've put together a few art shows of my own by now and
I find the challenge rather fun, but I knew this would be
a lot of work. The biggest challenge of this task was not
knowing the sizes and quantity of art that was to show
up for this event. After that came how to organize it all
for sales and contact information. And then the fun part

We were so lucky to have the use of Vallian's Ski Shop
as our venue. Betsy and Bud were so gracious to us and
we completely took over the entire space.

I really couldn't have hoped for a better space for such
an impromptu and temporary gallery. We had beautiful
wood paneled walls and grid work for hanging pieces,
we had pedestals, display windows and locked glass cas-
es which were perfect for all the bladesmiths who at-
tended, to show their work

I was very impressed with all the art that folks brought
for display. I am always proud of the artists we have in
the NWBA and it was so exciting to see their work
among the other well known smiths of the Western
States. There was such variety in styles. Knives, swords,
axes, jewelry items, traditional hardware, steel and fused
glass, candle sconces, fire tools, free standing sculpture,
wall hanging sculpture, tools, architectural samples and
even the miniature blacksmith shop complete with a cen-
taur! Everyone was given the choice to have their work
for sale or not. We had no idea if things would sell, but
quite a bit of it did!

I hope everyone who made it up to the mountain had
the chance to walk through the gallery. What a great dis-
play of creativity. I was very inspired not just by the
pieces everyone made, but by the folks who brought it
in. To meet the artist who is proud of their work is just
as inspiring to me as the work itself. A big thank you to
all the folks who helped make the gallery at Western
States beautiful, without you it would have been empty!

See you all next time!
Lisa
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Jeff Wilson Gallery photos
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Farriers Compete at the Western States Conference 2011
By Bruce Crittenden

Many thanks go to Joe Jordahl and Scott Norgaard of the Oregon State Farriers Association. These two fellows
organized a farriers’ competition on Saturday during the past Western States Conference. Several last minute
cancellations left the competing field with only about six practicing farriers, but all were up to the challenge

Team Work Competition The Goal to complete a set of Draft Shoes Bruce Crittenden Photo

All classes of competition were entered by each farrier in
the group. The classes consisted of: Eagle Eye, two mule
shoes, a pair of fullered and clipped front horseshoes, and
the final class was a team event given the task to complete
set of draft shoes.

The action was hot and harried. All events were timed
and the contestants were hard pressed to finish in the time
allotted. All efforts were judged by Mark Voorhis , an
independent, non-competing farrier from Salem, Oregon.

This affair was a Jackpot Competition, meaning all the
entrance money was dispersed directly back to the
winners. Over $1200.00 in prize money was up for grabs
in the four classes. As usual, prize money always makes
for an interesting contest.

Preparing the barstock for shoes B Crittenden Photo
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Gary Lewis Photo

Mule Shoes Eagle EyeFullered clipped fronts Eye
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“Farriers and blacksmiths use all the same tools…they just use them differently.” - Andrea Lisch

Bruce Crittenden Photo

The following farriers won the respective classes:

· Eagle Eye Brian Strelow
· Mule Shoes Brant Crittenden
· Front fullered/clipped shoes Brant Crittenden
· Draft Shoe Set Team: Strelow, Crittenden

Others competing were: Brian Christensen, Joe Jordahl, Ryan McGreevy and Josh Cotton. All did an outstanding job
and the competition was stiff. Door prizes were also awarded and no farrier went home empty handed. The spectators
were rewarded with a great show.

Darryl Nelson’s idea to include a farriers’ competition was a great one.  The winning horseshoe specimens have been
entered into the NWBA archives and are available for all to view now and in the future.

Lastly, Andrea Lisch made a comment while watching the competitors which sums it all up, “Farriers and blacksmiths
use all the same tools…they just use them differently.”
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reetings NWBA members! As a recipient of an Al
Bart Memorial Grant it is now time for me to give
back. I have chosen to write an article for making a

complete forging project. The project is a trivet made from
three scrolls and joined by collars.

Stock: ½” mild steel square 19” long (scrolls)
3/16” x ½” x 11” flat bar (collar stock)

Since the scrolls need to all be identical, I will be
describing the forging of one. While making the project
forge all the bars at the same time. This will be more
efficient and it will keep your tools in place and within
reach.

1. Mark using a center punch at 1 ¾” back from one
end. Make mark centered between edges for stock.

2. Chamfer from marked end 12” back. Keeping  the
stock square. (lightly chamfered)

3. Upset and crown the end to make a “foot” that the
trivet will rest on.

4. Bend the stock 90 degrees at center punch mark.
Bend so that the mark is on the side and at the midpoint of
the bend.

5. Quench the bar to cool, and then measure from
outside  edge  of  bend  13”  up  the  stock.  Then  mark  with
center punch on the “underside” of the bar.

6. Place the un-worked end in the fire; we will now
forge the scroll end. For this trivet we will forge leaves for
the scroll ends. First forge a short sharp taper (no longer
than 1”) off  the end. Then place the bar on the far side of
the anvil on a corner with a moderate radius. With the leg
on the opposite end pointing down place the taper plus
3/16” over corner.

Then using half faced blows forge in a shallow shoulder. In
the same heat and with down pressure roll the stock 90
degrees over the same corner and forge in another
shoulder. Be sure to forge in both shoulders evenly. Do not
forge too thin, make transition between isolated mass and
newly forged taper no thinner than ¼” square.

7. Next we will now taper back from the isolated
mass. Leave the leaf in its current state to keep it from
burning in the fire. Forge the taper up to but not beyond the
13”  mark.  Forge  so  that  the  finished  taper  (taken  from
square, to octagon, to round) makes the length from the
outside edge of the leg and the end of the finished taper
(were the isolated mass starts) 19”.

G

The Three
Scroll Trivet
An Al Bart Grant Article
By Ben Czyhold
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8. With the taper finished we will finish the leaf.
Place the isolated mass on the anvil face; roll the mass up
on the corner in line with the end of the taper. Forge the
mass flat to its final shape and thickness, concentrating
your blows near the back of the mass. You may need to
lightly forge down the small corners near the back of the
mass to round out the lobes of the leaf. Do not hammer the
tip too much or you might loose the sharpness.

The  finished  thickness  should  be  about  1/8”.  Next  apply
the veins to the face of the leaf with a small walking chisel.
Then “cup”  the  leaf  in a  small half  round swage with  the
veins down to give depth and interest. Then carefully and
at a good heat turn the leaf so that the width of leaf is
perpendicular to the leg (veined side up and bend down).
Note: the leaves all need to look alike but do not have to be
identical; they should each have a little character.

9. Now we are ready scroll the bar. To effectively
scroll the bar we will use a jig. The jig itself is essentially
an elongated scrolling jig, the particulars I will explain
later. The scrolling process is best done in a propane forge
to get long even heats. Take into consideration where the

mark for the leg bend is, you will want to hide that mark.
By having the mark itself on the inside of the scroll it will
be hidden when the trivet is fully assembled. As stated
prior take as long and as even a heat as your forge will
allow. You may need to quench the leaf a few times to
keep it from burning.

Then with the veined side of the leaf facing down, “hook”
the bottom edge of the leaf against the end of the jigs
scrolled  end.  Then  grip  the  “stem”  of  the  leaf  and  the
scrolled end of the jig with a set of scrolling tongs to help
keep the steel in place. Then with a steady pull, take the bar
on around the jig with the steel tightly against the jig. Take
it as far as the heat will allow, a scrolling wrench will help
in this step.

10. Depending on your setup you may need to take two
heats to fully scroll the bar. If so heat the opposite end, and
then place back in the jig. A scrolling wrench paired with
your scrolling tongs will help in scrolling the entire bar
length down to the leg. Once fully scrolled use any
remaining heat to make sure the leg is perpendicular to the
plain of the scroll. Remove loose scale and the bar is now
ready for assembly.

11. Collars- Taking your length of 3/16”x1/2” flat bar
and a ¼” fuller with a crowed edge, run a straight fullering
down the middle of the entire length of the bar. Cool the
bar to handle and mark the stock to  cut  three  3½”  long
lengths. You will have a little extra that you can use to cut
around any flaws in the fullering that might have occurred.
Cut out the collars with a hacksaw or band saw.

Next find the center of each collars length, then measure
½” to one side and mark with a center punch on the blank
side. Now the collars need to be scarfed. Take heats and
forge a short sharp bevel about ¼” long on one end of each
collar. Then forge another bevel on the opposite ends with
the bevel forged off the opposite face. This is so the two
ends can lap over one another and make a flush transition
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when the collar is closed around the stock. Allow collars to
cool.

Next make the first bend by placing the collar in your vice
vertically with the short end up and half of the center punch
mark below the jaw edge. The sharper the jaw edge the
better the bend. Then with shearing blows make the bend
while keeping the above length straight. The fullered side
should be on the outside of the bend.

Then using short a 1”  square bar  as  a  mandrel  clamp  the
mandrel and the collar in the vice with the long leg up.
Then with shearing blows form collar around mandrel. The
two legs of the collar should be even, straight and both
beveled surfaces facing the same direction.

12. Assembly- Place all three scrolls on a steel layout
table and arrange them to form the illusion of a complete
circle. Also place so that scroll ends are evenly spaced
from one another. The collars will be attached about 1” in
front of each leg, direct contact between scrolls is needed at
collared point for a good joint. Make any adjustments as
needed.

To keep the scrolls together during collaring I have
personally used an arc welder to apply light tacks. The
collars themselves will be the real strength in the joint and
will also cover the tacks. To apply the collars have the
trivet placed upside down, then slip all the collars into their
places so the trivet is resting on the collars. Then pre-size a
set of deep throat vice grips to the width of the collar so it
can clamp it tightly. By using the vice grips this will keep
the sides of the collar from expanding and provide you
with a grip to keep the trivet from moving around. Also
have your hammer and the same fuller you used when
making the stock at hand. Then using a torch heat the leg of
the collar with the flat side, heat from tip to bend. Once it
has reached a good yellow quickly turn off the torch and
clamp the collar with the vice grips.

Using shearing blows hammer the leg down on the stock.
Once the collar has faded to black remove the vice grip,
light your torch and heat the next leg. Once at heat clamp
with vice grip and hammer over, with remaining heat use
the fuller to carry fullering across the lap. Once the collar
has faded to black then remove the vice grip. If you hear
the  collar  making  a  “ticking”  sound  as  it  cools  this  is  a
good indication the collar is going to be tight. Do likewise
on the other two collars. Brush off any loose scale and
apply the finish of your choice.

The previous forging procedure is just the way I personally
make these trivets, and should be viewed as just one way of
making a trivet in this design. As for the aforementioned
jig, once this issue of the hot iron news is in the hands of
the membership, I will post a thread containing a full sized
pattern of the jig to the NWBA website
(www.blacksmith.org) in a printable format so you can
make your own. I hope my article has served to inspire you
to make your own trivets and to make your own additions
and changes to the design. I thank you for reading my
article.

Stay safe and good forging ~ Ben
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I had an opportunity to take a beginner-style class from
Mark Aspery. I found the experience to be very helpful.
Mark would give an overview of the objective and then
take us through a clear step-by-step progression. Within the
demonstrations Mark would add small tips that he has
found to be great time savers. Mark made sure that safety
came first including safety glasses, hearing protection and
proper foot wear. He also taught us how to depend on our-
selves by teaching us the importance of knowing how to
make ones' own tools.

The flow of the class was excellent. Mark would demon-
stration a skill and then would discuss how that skill
worked with the previous skills taught. Mark also included
some metal science and just as you thought you might need
a PhD in metallurgy, he would then describe the work in a
more practical way. Mark was willing to intervene when he
noticed mistakes were happening or when he saw a poten-
tial bad habit starting. When question were ask they were
answered to the point with good explanation. The class-
room structure was very beneficial to my learning style.
Mark was able to move easily through the students helping
each individual as needed. He helped students with proper
stance, hammer technique and even proper anvil height.
The facility where the class was taught had a good lay out
and work stations were well stocked. It included extra tools
that were in convenient locations.

One of the first things Mark taught us was the use of the
beak of the anvil. Learning to locate the matching radius of
the beck with our hammer has allowed me to make draw-
ing out of the steel more effective. Mark specifically taught

me the importance of the grip on the hammer, a lighter
hand versus my “death grip”. He pointed out to me that my
“death  grip”  can  lead to a painful elbow. We also were
taught how to make punches, chisels and the heat treating
method, all of which are a large part of my interest in this
class. A term that was taught in the class was indexing.
Indexing is where you flat the upper part of the chisel so
you know where the cutting edge is at.

A fellow class member was working on a personal project
after we completed our objectives for the day. One of the _
things he needed was a 3/8 inch square tendon which
brought up the question, "how do you make a 3/8" square
tendon?" A more advance blacksmith would know about
making a square monkey tool but for a beginner this is an
excellent question. Darryl cut a piece of 1 ¾”  round shaft
about ¾” thick, I drilled a ½” round hole in the middle and
then placed the stock in the forge until ready to hammer.
Then I placed the round stock on the anvil, hammer it a
couple of times at the top center, moved the round stock 90
degrees and then hammered again. I continued this process
on all four sides until the stock started to become square
and subsequently  the  ½” hole in the middle also became
square. On the last heat I drove a 3/8" square drift thought
the center hole to true it up. A square monkey tool is a
great tool which I have used several times since I returned
home.

Day two we discovered a  wizard  bottle  opener  in  the  ½”
square stock. The punches and chisels we had made from
the previous day were coming in to use, the eyes, beard and
the ring to open the bottle were emerging from the ½
square stock. I wanted to make sure the bottle opener really
worked so I ran a test that evening...well maybe a few
tests!

The last thing we worked on was forge welding. Forge
welding is something I have never had the opportunity to
do. Mark started small using 3/8" round stock. It took us a
couple of tries before we were able to make it work. Dur-

Beginning Blacksmithing
Class with Mark Aspery
An Al Bart Grant Article By Dave Manning
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ing the first part of forge welding we made a flux spoon. I
also learned that Borax is welding flux. I informed my wife
that she has been putting flux in the washing machine for
years, she was not too impressed!

Another project we worked on with forge welding tech-
nique was making a rose. We had the rose blanks (petals)
and our job was to complete the rose. We first had to tex-
ture the petals using the forge to get heat on the rose as it
was formed. We then forge welded a shoulder onto the
stem. If the weld didn’t hold we then had a ring on a shaft
but that's a different class. The rose came together rather
quickly. In the future using an oxy/acetylene torch would
also work to put texture on the rose. We then used car wax

to get a black finish on the inside of the rose petals then a
brass wire brush to put a little gold touch. A fine rose in-
deed!

The class was laid out clearly, the objective were reached
and the instructions put in place the ground work for all of
us to make our own tools. The class also taught us to think-
ing about what types of steel to use during our own pro-
jects. I would like to thank Mark for his time and talent.
For sharing these things will help to keep the trade moving
forward. I would also like to thank Darryl for letting us use
his shop. It was a great location for this class.

The Al Bart Grant
Attn:  All NWBA Members…

If you are planning on a blacksmithing class or a workshop, you should consider participating in the grants pro-
gram. Everyone wins. You win by improving your skills and abilities. The membership wins by your involvement and
the knowledge you gain and spread throughout the organization.

There are many ways to repay your obligation to the NWBA. If you have questions about the Al Bart Grants
Program, please contact any board member or the Grants Committee at 360-437-2922 (Bruce Crittenden) or email
jn3bees@olypen.com.

Book Review, from Ike Bay

The Wonder of Knifemaking 2 Edition, Wayne Goddard
2011, Kaurse Publications, ISBN 10:1-4402-1684-3, $27.99

Wayne Goddard has been a steady contributing editor to
Blade Magazine for a great number of years and has pro-
duced two books as well as a chapter in “Blade’s Guide to
Making  Knives”  (2005).  $50  Knife  Shop  (2001)  was  re-

vised in 2006. The original  edition  of  “  Wonders”  came
out in 2000 and had a great deal of information from the
prior ten years magazine articles on all aspects of knife
making. The 2nd edition is far more than a fresh coat of
paint. About 15% of the original content was deleted, up-
dated information was added as needed, several chapters
added; plus the material on sharpening was expanded.The
book was also upgraded with Lots of new color photos that
really benefit from the use of high quality paper. Wayne
still teaches: think before you act, test every blade after
hardening; and offers sound instruction on technique and
inexpensive but highly effective equipment, some of which
you can build for yourself. This new edition is well worth
considering to improve your knife making skills. Buy di-
rectly from the author (wgoddard44@comcast.net) for
$25.00, plus  shipping and don’t  forget  to ask  for an auto-
graph.
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Earth, Wind, Fire & Ice Forge
Ridgefield, WA
360-887-3903

October 8&9 Basic Blacksmith/Novice
Workshops
INSTRUCTORS: Don Kemper & Crew
This is a basic blacksmithing workshop to
get you started right. Beginning with safe
shop knowledge, progressing to forges and
fire building, expect to learn basic tooling,
metallurgy and shop layout. Your hammer
techniques at the anvil will grow as you
use basic forging skills to produce a
number of small items to take home.
Former students wanting to refresh their
skills may participate in class assignments
or individual projects as desired.
HANDS ON: A demonstration will start
each project –Starting with the forming /
metallurgy of making your own punch/
chisel, to using these tools in forming ever
more complex projects. There will be
plenty of time for questions and individual
help as you forge.

FEE: $200.00 ($100.00 deposit). Class
limited to 10 students. To register for a
class contact Don Kemper at the number
above.

~o~

Meridian Forge
Eatonville, WA
360-832-6280

Meridian Forge is located in Southeast
rural Pierce County, 23 miles south of
Puyallup, WA, on Hwy 161(Meridian) 5
miles north of Eatonville, WA. The acilety
offers onsite camping, with motel and
restaurants in nearby Eatonville.  A variety
of classes is offered, including Animal
Heads, Garden Gates, Coffee Tables, and
Door Hardware.
Custom Classes are also available on
request, with a minimum of six students;
you may design a class covering your
particular interests. Contact Darryl Nelson
at firemtforge@hotmail.com.

Nov 4-6 2011, Williamsburg Weekend
with Shel Browder former Master
Blacksmith from Colonial Williamsburg
more info available thru Meridian Forge

A nonrefundable deposit of $100 is
required to register.
Check at blacksmith.org for the most up
to date classes.

~o~
Studio 4 Forging Facility LLC
3600 E Marginal Way S.
Seattle WA 98134
206-919-5431

Studio 4 is just south of downtown Seattle.
Featuring eight forging stations and a state
of the art knife making studio with a wide
variety of blacksmithing, knife making,
and blade forging classes are often
available. Classes are offered mainly on
the weekends, please inquire for private
or group classes.
To sign up for a class, contact David
Lisch, studio4@davidlisch.com

Oct 22-23 Intro to Knife Making with
ABS JS Dave Lisch
This Knife Making class will focus on
the very basics; grinding a blade. This
weekend class allows you to learn the
fundamentals of good grinds, learn basic
heat treating techniques, and knife
handle shaping and assembly. You will
go home with a completed knife! Class
size is 6 students. $300

Nov 5-Damascus Jewelry Making with
David Lisch
Come spend the weekend making
Damascus pendants and rings. Learn to
shape the steel, heat treat and finish the
Damascus. We have lots of Damascus
pieces to choose from, come get an early
start on your Christmas presents. $300

November 19 2011, Saturday only
The Shop Rat Knife Class with Dave Lisch
This class is all about a small hand forged
knife that you will take home,completed
that day. Start with a piece of knife steel,
forge the blade and handle, heat treat it,
grind and sand it and you are good to go.
$150

December 10-11 2011
Christmas Gift Class with Dave Lisch
This weekend class involves making all
kinds of great metal creations to give to
your family and friends. David will
demonstrate the basics and then help you
to make as many gifts as you can over

the next 2 days. This is a great follow up
the Basic Blacksmithing class. Give the
best handmade gifts ever! $300

More info can be found at
www.DavidLisch.com click on Studio4

~o~

Stumptown Forge
Beavercreek, OR.
(503) 632-2363

Stumptown Forge is located just outside
of Portland Or. in the small Hamlet of
Beavercreek. Stumptown Forge
Blacksmithing School was created to
provide an
environment where experienced and
beginning Smiths can gain forging
experience from a variety of experienced
teachers. The classes are structured to
include lectures and demonstrations given
by the instructor or at the  instructors anvil
followed immediately by hands on work
by each student. Workshop size is limited
to 6 students – Pricing includes all
supplies. $100 nonrefundable deposit
required to guarantee your space.
Remaining due at registration. No credit
cards accepted. Contact Ken Mermelstein,
kmermelstein@me.com

October 14-16 Blacksmithing
Fundamentals
This three day class will be a beginning
workshop designed to teach ergonomic
hammering techniques as taught by Master
Blacksmith Uri Hofi (http://www.uri-
hofi.co.il/) of Israel. This class will explore
proper hand hammering techniques and
control. We will cover traditional forging
techniques including, drawing, tapering,
scrolls, bending, punching, drifting,
riveting and tool making. Predicated on
the Hofi system, we will explore a system
of forging that focuses on efficient use of
tools and methodology that is designed to
work with the natural motions of the body.
We will learn how to maximize moving
material, preserving heat, in a manner that
will prevent muscle, nerve, and joint
damage. This class is designed for
beginners who would like to get started
right and those with some forging
experience seeking a solid foundation in
this craft. This class will be taught by Ken

Classes and Schools Around the Northwest
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Mermelstein of Stumptown Forge. This
method is easy to learn and will make your
time at the forge enjoyable. $375

November 11-13 Small Projects Class
NEW!!
This 3 day class will be a workshop
designed to teach several fun and
sometimes profitable small gift items in
time for the holiday season. In this class
we will forge a wreath holding bow hook,
a corkscrew, a decorative picture frame, a
courting candlestick, and a key fob ....and
whatever else we can fit in. This class will
use beginning and intermediate skills.
Some hammer experience is required. This
should be a fast paced and fun course! $375

~o~

Thorne Metals Studio
13751 Daybreak Ln
Anacortes, WA 98221
(360) 293 8257

Students have the benefit of working in the
instructor’s excellently equipped
blacksmith shop. Each individual will
have their own complete forging station
complete with hammers, tongs, anvil, vise,
forge, swages and all materials. Each
process is thoroughly discussed, carefully
demonstrated, and then completed by each
student. Personal guidance is given to each
student to insure understanding, proper
technique and safety.

Current classes are listed at:
http://learnblacksmithing.com

101 Introduction to Artistic
Blacksmithing - Prerequisite to other
classes Blacksmithing is a wonderful
medium for fine craft and artwork. This
class introduces the student to the
fundamentals, tools and techniques of
smithing while completing several
attractive art pieces. Students will gain the
skills and confidence to pursue forged
metal art on their own. Topics covered
include design, textures, heat patinas,
finishing, tooling, heat control and metal
selection. All materials, tools, equipment
and forging station are provided for each
student. This “hands on” class is
fascinating, intense and very fun! Bring
your special creativity and enthusiasm!!
$200

102 Introduction to Blacksmithing and
Tool Making

Working hot iron successfully requires
that the smith understands how to design,
make and use blacksmithing tools. Being
able to custom make your own tools
encompasses the very essence of being a
blacksmith. The purpose of this class is to
present the fundamentals of tool design,
function, heat, force, tooling and iron.
Using this knowledge, each student will
design and forge their own pair of
blacksmithing tongs that are custom made
for their own exact needs. The tool making
introductory class is an excellent follow-
on to the artistic introductory class and
makes a strong foundation for more
advanced work. $200

Private Lessons
Private lessons offer the student the
opportunity to focus their interest and
work most efficiently. One on one
attention and interaction with the
instructor enhances mastering skill and
technique. Subjects pursued can include
tool making, sculpture, lighting,
decorative hardware, knife making,
material selection, heat treating, etc,.
Classes are structured for students specific
interests, skills and experience.
Private lessons are by Appointment Only
$50.00/hour with a (2) hour minimum per
class period.

Follow on classes include: (dates to be
announced)
Hammer Making
Chisel, Punch, Swage and Die Making
Power Hammer Forging
Hydraulic Press Forging
Forging Copper and Bronze
Heat Treating
Selecting the Right Alloy for your Job
Repairing Damaged Anvils
Set-up and Organizing Your Own
Blacksmith Shop
Welding for the Home Blacksmith

~o~

Old West Forge
PO BOX 2105,
White Salmon, WA 98672
(509) 493-4418

Old West Forge is located about 70 east of
Portland in the state of Washington. Tim
Middaugh offers intensive classes that
focus on great instruction followed by lots
of traditional hands on work. All tools,

materials, and well equipped student work
stations are provided.
To secure your space send a $200 non-
refundable deposit payable to Old West
Forge. For additional details contact Tim
Middaugh. tim@oldwestforge.com.
Current classes are listed at
www.oldwestforge.com

October 22-24 2011
Beginning Blacksmithing I
In this intensive 3 day workshop we will
study heat treating, punching, drifting,
tapering, drawing out, riveting, scrolls, and
more. Students will forge a variety of
forms using traditional techniques.  $415

February 25-27 2012
Blacksmithing Basics and Beyond
In this intensive 3 day workshop we will
review heat treating, punching, drifting,
tapering, drawing out, riveting, leaf
making and more.  The focus of this class
is on traditional joinery used in garden
gate components  The components of this
project include mortise and tenion joints,
heel bars, hot collars, scrolls, and
adornments.  Tong making will be
emphasized. $415.
~o~

New additions to the Library:
Books:
Just an idea
Master metalsmith - peter ross
Metal design 2011
Swedish blacksmithing
Tomahawks - traditional to tactical
The hand forged knife
The working folding knife
Practical projects for the blacksmith
Cancellid'Italia vol. 2
Shop drawings
La ferronnerie d'art
Decorative ironwork
French art deco ironwork designs
Southwestern colonial ironwork
Art deco ironwork and sculpture
Classic wrought ironwork patterns
and design
Eisen Zat (Iron Age)
The backyard blacksmith
Encyclopedia of rawhide and leather
braiding

DVDs:
A damascus blade A-Z
Forging damascus
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Williamsburg Weekend at Fort
Vancouver
Oct 27-28-29 (Thurs, Fri, Sat)

Shel Browder, recently retired blacksmith from Colo-
nial Williamsburg, will be highlighting three days of
instructional demos at Fort Vancouver Blacksmith Shop.
Williamsburg smiths have been visiting the Pacific NW
for over 20 years, teaching a historical approach to
smithing using strong hammer skills with a minimal of
tooling. Part of the demos will be based on artifacts from
the extensive collection at the Fort Vancouver archeolo-
gy lab.

Shel  examines  Hudson’s  Bay  Company  era  iron  artifacts  in
the Fort Vancouver archeology collection.

Shel is also a returning instructor at the Fort. More in-
formation will be available as the program is developed.

This year we will also be preparing lunch for partici-
pants on Friday and Saturday. The lunch will be pre-
pared and served in the historic kitchen at Fort Vancou-
ver. As we did last year, we will be going to the Gran-
tHouse for dinner on Friday evening. Dinner will be
starting around 6:30 with a cocktail hour starting at 5:30

Shel completing a forge weld in the Fort Vancouver Black-
smith Shop

Event: Williamsburg Weekend at Fort Vancouver
Dates: Thursday, October 27, Friday, October 28 and
Saturday, October 29
Time: Thursday and Friday 9:00 to 5:00, Saturday 9:00
to 2:00
Lunch: Friday 1:00 to 2:00, Saturday 2:00 till whenever
Dinner: Friday: Cocktails at 5:30 in the bar and/or the
deck outside, dinner at 6:30, after dinner presentation at
8:00
Costs: Guild membership $10, Instructional Demo's $20
per day, Lunch on Friday $5, Lunch on Saturday $10,
Friday Dinner: No Host.

Please let me know if you are interested in either of the
lunches or the dinner as seating for these is somewhat
limited and it is very important that we have an idea of
how many people are interested in the lunches so we
know how much food we need.
For additional information and meal reservations Con-
tact Craig Webster craigw@iinet.com

-------------------------------------------------------------

Shel will also be teaching a hands on 3 day workshop
at Fire Mt Forge in Eatonville, WA, Nov 4-5-6 contact
Darryl Nelson firemtforge@hotmail.com for details.



Old Rivet Header

By Gene Chapman

This old blacksmith made rivet
header has hole sizes 1/4”to 5/8”.
It has been heat treated and a file
just barely cuts the steel. This was
bought in a Ephata, WA junk shop
and if I remember right for $10.
The shop owner asked if I knew
what it was used for. I said I didn’t
know, thats my standard answer
on blacksmith tooling with junk
shops or antique stores. No need
to have them raise prices for the
next blacksmith that comes along.

A forged lip about 1/8” deep hangs over the vise jaws to
prevent the rivet header slipping through.

The tool is hinged and strongly built and is handy holding
rivets for decorative work, both hot and cold
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A few Words From the Editor
Grant Sarver

By now you’ve probably noticed a
difference in this Hot Iron News.
Due to circumstances beyond the
Board’s control, we were scrambling
in early October September to have
a fall Newsletter. Jeff Wilson and I
volunteered to produce this one
under a “crash program”. Without

any administrative cost, we decided to use the budget
to give you a full-color issue. Hopefully that will
distract you from any short-comings.

Since producing this issue, the Board has appointed
me as editor for the next twelve months.  I hope that
I can meet your needs and expectations. I plan to use
the opportunity to integrate the HIN with our website.
To that end, all Newsletters will now be made
available online the same day they go to the printer –
in a secure “members only” area.

It is my intention to keep the focus of the Newsletter
on the Northwest; news of the Northwest, for the
Northwest. All in a format that invites member
contributions. Send us your articles, news, classifieds

and letters.  If you take the time, it will be published
ASAP.

The Board has decided to reward article contributors
(for articles published) with a $50 thank-you in
“Blacksmith Bucks”! (That would be those wooden
nickels we had at the last conference). These can be
redeemed for anything in the NWBA! You may use
them for dues, conference registration, T-shirts –
anything!

A gigantic thank-you to Lauren Osmolski for the job
she has done as editor of the Hot Iron News for the
last several years. And a huge thank-you to Jeff
Wilson for all his help on this issue!

I’ll be coordinating with the board on the future
publishing schedule. The dates will be published in
the next HIN. Please send all of your contribution,
letters and suggestions to:

Northwest Blacksmith Association
4742 42nd Ave SW #185
Seattle WA 98116

NWBAinfo@gmail.com

Or use the article submission forum on the website.

Andrew Michael Crowley
March 8th 1992 – August 11th 2011

We mourn with our friend Larry Langdon, the loss of his son.

Andrew was a budding blacksmith and loved
metal. He worked with his father at Monster
Metal in Auburn. Andrew’s smiling face and
helpful ways will be greatly missed in the
blacksmith community

.
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The Tailgate Sales – Trades – Wanted
Blacksmith Calendar, Year 2012 (and final)The 2012 cal-
endar contains 20 images of old blacksmith activity based on
photos 60-110 years old, including one of disabled blacksmiths
working with prosthetic arms. Most are full-page views of
blacksmith shop interiors, including Ft. Riley, Kansas. Because
many people missed out on the 2000 calendar,  I’ve  included
those 12 images as extras among the 2010-2012 calendars. For a
number of reasons, this calendar will be the last in the series.
I’m not going to want to remain burdened for long with all  the
accumulated unsold material, so now would be a good time to
fill  in  any  gaps  if  you’re  interested  in  having  the  complete  set
while it’s still available.

1-5 Year 2012 Calendars: $17.00 each (will be $20 on eBay due
to excessive fees)
6-15 Year 2012 Calendars: $15.00 each
16-40 Year 2012 Calendars: $13.00 each
over 40 Year 2012 Calendars: $11.00 each

CD with over 8000 Blacksmith & Anvil images
Contains a wide (very wide) variety of images collected from
many  sources  over  a  period  of  years.  They’re  arranged  in  20
slide shows for easy viewing. You’ll see anvils posed in every
way imaginable. Many old shop interiors are included along
with many unusual European anvils. The images have been

cleaned up using photo enhancement software. (For Windows
2000 and later, not for Macs.)
1-5 CDs: $15.00 per CD
over 5 CDs: $10.00 per CD

Set of 25 Blacksmith Postcards
Note: This is not a new set of postcards. Only one set of 25
postcards has been produced. Postcards: $6.00 per set (limited
quantity remaining)

Calendars from Prior Years
Year 2011 calendars are available for $12.00 each.
Year 2001 through 2010 calendars are available for $6.00 each.

Shipping / Ordering
The prices shown above include the cost of shipping to a U.S. or
Canadian address. Insurance is extra if desired. If interested,
please send a check or money order to:
Gill Fahrenwald, P. O. Box 2323, Olympia, WA 98507
or PayPal to anvilman@orcalink.com

~o~

Submit your items for inclusion in the Hot Iron News and
the NWBA web site to: NWBAinfo@gmail.com and/or
http://blacksmith.org/forums/forums/84-Private-chat-
with-Grant-amp-Website-Article-Submissions

Announcements Submit your items for inclusion in the Hot Iron News and
the NWBA web site to: NWBAinfo@gmail.com and/or
http://blacksmith.org/forums/forums/51-Calendar-of-
Events-Announcements

Northwest Blacksmith Association Day at Pratt Fine Arts Center
Oct 23rd ~ 10am - 4pm Admission is free!

You are invited to attend a public blacksmithing event held at Pratt Fine Arts Center in Seattle WA. This event will be
a display of great iron work and a showing of the talent that is within the ranks of the NWBA.

The two main demonstrators will be Dean Mook from Port Townsend, WA and a current Pratt instructor Patrick Maher
from Seattle, WA. Both of these smiths have developed a unique expression and technique within their work that few oth-
ers can emulate..

Besides two great demonstrations there will also be a number of hands on activities for anyone who wishes to try their
hands at the forge and anvil. These will also be run by NWBA members who are also current Pratt instructors. This will
be a great opportunity for current and past students of Pratt’s blacksmith area to connect and share with the larger black-
smithing community. It will also provide more insight and inspiration for the art of Blacksmithing to the community as a
whole. Pratt Fine Arts Center, 1902 South Main Street, Seattle, WA 98144-2206
206 604 4595
http://www.pratt.org
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NW Anvil III at the Twilight Artist Collective in West Seattle
November 11, 2011 through December 3, 2011.

If you would like to come to the opening reception it takes place November 11, 2011 from 6-9pm. This is also the
night of the West Seattle Art Walk, so make a night of it! If you are unable to make the opening reception please check
out the show when you can! It will be up from November 11 - December 3.

The show is an invitation only open to all NWBA members who make the effort to make art and bring it to show in our
conference galleries. I do my best to keep a record of who those folks are so I can send them invitations, but I know I al-
ways miss someone. It is not a juried show and I give beginners as well as established smiths the opportunity to include
their work.

The objective of this show is to bring awareness to the broad range of talent that is in our blacksmithing community.
As well, it is my intention to give the opportunity to folks to show their art in a gallery setting who may not have consid-
ered that option before.

Twilight Artist Collective, 4306 SW Alaska St., Seattle, WA 98116
206.933.2444
www.twilightart.net

Spring Conference 2012, in Longview, Washington.
April 27, 28, 29

It’s trial by fire as we try out Longview as a possible NWBA home base, for at least one conference a year.
The theme of the conference is “Just Hit It”, and with the creation of a “first forging station” we will be encouraging all
new members, and current members who have never forged, to get in the fire and hit some hot iron.
Our demonstrators are Gordon Williams from Arizona, and our own Elijah Burnett. It’s going to be a great conference,
don’t miss it!
On site camping available.
Cowlitz County Expo and Conference Center, 1900 7th Avenue, Longview Washington USA
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